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ABSTRACT

The removal of implicit public guarantees in Europe (with the launch of the bail-in framework) provides us an exogenous

shock. Since 2016 investors should bear the bank losses. Our paper provides empirical evidence that Eurozone banks

changed their funding strategies by increasing cheaper liabilities (deposits) and declining more expensive sources of funding,

as subordinated bonds, with respect to banks in the control group.
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Asymmetric information between firms and householders is a key feature of financial systems preventing an efficient

allocation of financial resources and the existence of financial intermediaries is traditionally motivated on this problem

(Diamond 1984, Bhattacharya and Thakor, 1993; Allen and Santomero, 1997). Financial intermediaries alleviate the

asymmetric information problem, but not completely. Looking at the relationship between banks and firms, collateral is

a key mechanism mitigating adverse selection, credit rationing, and other inefficiencies that arise when borrowers have

ex ante private information (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981, Wette 1983, Rajan and Winton, 1995). Similarly, the asymmetric

information between banks and householders has been traditionally mitigated by Government interventions, as deposit

insurance, regulation and supervision tools to ensure a prudential bank-risk taking, and, ultimately, a public implicit

guarantee for large banks. During the financial crisis (when it became apparent that prudential regulation and supervision

were unable to ensure banking stability), the implicit public guarantee become explicit: Governments bailout defaulting

Too-Big-To-Fail (TBTF) banks using taxpayers money. From this perspective, Europe is an interesting case study since

the Government provided enormous financial support to banks1, which led to a severe sovereign debt crisis. To prevent

a such situation in future and have an orderly crisis management (with tools that are more effective and using private

sector resources), Euro-zone countries announced at the end of 2012 the decision of developing a new resolution regime,

moving from a bailout resolution policy to bail-in recapitalization. The new regime was approved in 2014 and, from

2016, European Governments cannot bailout banks any more: only once banks’ shareholders and creditors covered losses,

national resolution funds are allowed to provide banks with the resources needed to continue operating while it is being

restructured and under restrictive conditions. Specifically, the new regulation provides an pre-defined hierarchy of ”who”

is in charge to rescue the bank close to default by explicitly stating which liabilities will be written off or converted2.

From an economic perspective, the new resolution regime implies a drop of the value of public implicit guarantees on

banks’ liability, which led ceteris paribus to greater risk-taking for investors. The new bail-in regime has consequently

generated two effects on bank liabilities. On outstanding banks’ issued securities, their market prices declined to the

extent necessary to provide investors with yields adequate to compensate the greater risks. Most papers have focused on

market price reactions to evaluate the effect of the new bail-in regulation. A few papers run an event studies focusing

on stock returns and CDS spreads around the announcement of the various steps of its launch (Schafer, Schnabel and Di

Mauro, 2016), a handful of papers run a difference-in-difference analysis by comparing prices and yields of securities that

1Between 2008 and 2014, Governments in the European Union approved state aid to banking systems amounting to 45.8 percent of GDP
comprising 1.49 trillion of capitalization and asset relief programs and 4.3 trillion of guarantees and liquidity measures. Most state authorized
aid was in the form of guarantees, some 3.9 trillion in total (most of which was granted at the peak of the crisis during 2008)

2Namely: (1) Common Equity Tier 1; (2) Additional Tier 1 instruments; (3) Tier 2 instruments; (4) Other subordinated debts; (5) Senior
unsecured creditors; (6)Depositors over 100’000 euro
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are treated and non-treated by the new regulation (Giuliana, 2019, Cutura, 2017 and Crespi and de Mascia, 2018). The

second effect concerns the issuance of new securities: after the bail-in regulation, banks have to provide investors with

greater yields (higher coupons or lower issue prices) to compensate the greater risks. This second effect is the focus of our

paper since the bail-in introduction provide us a quasi-natural experiment to study the behaviours of banks and investors

in the case of an external shock increasing risks levels of bank liability (without a specific bad events related to a bank).

The removal of implicit public guarantees is an exogenous shock that increased spreads on banks’ liability (without

changing banks’ risk-taking) and spread variations depends on the liability legal protection and the bank risk. Our paper

aims to understand banks’ funding strategies after the bail-in and whether the reaction was rational. Specifically, our

paper answer the following research questions: did banks pay higher interests to creditors (depositors and bondholders)

after the new bail-in regulation? Did banks changed their liability structure by increasing cheaper liabilities and declining

more expensive-ones? By analyzing European banks during the period 2010-2015 (including three years before and three

years after the treatment), we show that, after the bail-in proposal, EA banks slow the pace of growth of their funding

sources, generating an overall decrease in the size of banks. In the meanwhile, they rely more on cheaper sources of

funding, such as deposits.

Our analysis is conducted using a Difference-In-Difference (DID) approach, which allows us to comparison Eurozone

banks interested by the new resolution regime (treated) and banks in countries that did not experienced a similar regulatory

change in the same period (control group). To reasonably consider the new bail-in regime as an exogenous shock, we set

the treatment date in 2013 (after its public announcement, June 2012), rather than its formal approval (April 2014) and

its legal application (January 1, 2016): various papers (Fiordelisi, Ricci, Stentella, 2017; Shafer et al. 2016) show that

rational agents directly affected by a new policy react as soon as the new rules are public disclosed (and do not wait for

the legal starting date).

Our paper contributes to the past papers in three ways. First and foremost, we are the first paper analysing the banks’

funding reaction to an exogenous shock of interest spreads: by exploiting the bail-in launch in Europe, we show that the

levels of risky instruments (both because they have a lower legal protection than other instruments and because issued

by riskier banks) decline more than level of safer instruments. Our results suggests that banks prefer re-balancing their

liability structure (by reducing more expensive liabilities) rather than pay higher interests to maintain the same liability

composition. Second, we contribute to the literature dealing on estimating the impact of regulatory and supervisory

reforms since we focus on bank liability-side, while most papers focus on bank’s portfolio allocation and assets composition

(Koehn, Santomero, 1980 and Fiordelisi, Ricci, Stentella, 2017). Also, we show that the European reform of resolution

procedures was credible since banks re-balanced their liability structure as soon as it was announced, before its formal
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approval and application.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we review past papers and develop our research

hypotheses. Then, We describe the European reform of resolution procedures (section 2), our data and variable (section

3) and identification strategy in section 4. In section 5, we present preliminary evidence, and then we present our results

(section 6). Section 7 provides various robustness checks. Section 8 concludes the paper.

1 Literature and Hypotheses

Our paper is related to two different streams of literature: one deals with the bank liability structure (especially,

deposits) and the other concerns the effect of the bail-in.

There is an extensive literature analyzing bank liabilities, focusing on various instruments used (as deposits, bonds,

subordinated debts and other type of securities) and investigating various topics (especially, assessing risk levels and

pricing). Recently, various empirical papers investigated the regulation implication related to bank liabilities, as the role

of deposit guarantee during the financial crisis (Goedde-Menke, Langer and Pfingsten 2014), depositors role in bank run

(Diamond and Dybvig 1983, Calomiris and Kahn 1991), the riskiness and regulation involved in subordinated debts (Goyal

2005), in Convertible Contingent instruments (Fiordelisi, Pennacchi, and Ricci, 2019), and in senior debts (Francis et al.

2019).

The second stream of literature deals with the effects generated by the bail-out and bail-in regulations. A large stream

of the literature deals with public bail-out guarantee, in some cases also the removal of them has been analyzed (Gropp,

Hakenes and Schnabel 2011; Gropp, Gruendl and Guettler 2013, both for German bank market and Ignatovsky and

Koerte, 2014 for OLA in US). A smaller number of papers deals with the effect of the new bail-in regime. Focusing on

the optimal resolution policy, Berger et al., (2016) claims that bail-out and bail-in outperform no regulatory action, but

the optimal policy is a balance of the two and the principle one size fits all does not work in this field of application.

Concerning financial contagion, Bernanrd, Capponi and Stiglitz (2017) found that the existence of credible bail-in is linked

to the network in which the bank is and is due to the amplification of the initial shock. In the deposits stream of literature

there is a paper focusing on the effects on deposits in case of bail-in. Brown et al., (2017) analyse the reaction of depositors

in a real bail-in case in Cyprus: depositors run to banks and reallocate their savings in money holdings. Another relevant

paper, although not directly dealing with bail-in, Goedde-Menke, Langer and Pfingsten (2014) analyse the evolution of

deposits during the financial crisis. The main result is that, at the peak of Global Financial Crisis, depositors were well

informed on deposit insurance and raised their deposits, but in the aftermath of the crisis they strongly reduced them
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(even with respect to the pre-crisis levels), the evolution of deposits is not used as a measure to assess the depositors’

confidence in the new resolution regime but as a consequence of the financial information on deposit insurance available.

Bail-in imposes a reconstruction of bank balance sheet. Part of the equity could be lost and part of the debt should

be converted into equity to restore capital requirement. Rutledge et al. (2012) provide an extensive analysis on debt

recrusting of financial institutions moving from a bailout policy to bail-in, putting evidence on the Too Big To Fail problem;

in general debt structure has been analysed by paper who test the effects of a financial distress on bank refinancing (Dudley

and Yin, 2018).

Our paper should be interesting for policy maker in a world wide context. Bank funding strategies are really central

in the financial stability issue. The bail-in could be seen as a generalization of a big change in resolution policy in EA.

Studying the unintended consequences of a change in banking resolution is worthy of study as Ignatowski and Korte

(2014) did. They test bank risk taking behaviour after the introduction of OLA in USA. Moreover Imai (2006) analysed

market discipline of depositors after the deposit insurance limit set in Japan.

Our paper aims to show the consequences on bank liability structure when implicit public guarantees are removed (or

reduced). The new resolution regulation in Europe provide an ideal case since the regulation change (from a bail-outs to

a bail-in framework) was unexpected and the public announcement at the end of 2012 was clear (eg.creditors protection

hierarchy was clear) and credible to all banking market participants. The removal of implicit public guarantees increased

the funding cost (without changing bank risk-taking) and the extra-cost differs according to the legal protection and the

bank risk.

Our research hypotheses capture the possible reactions of banks and investors to the new bail-in framework introduc-

tion. First, we posit that banks have passively provided investors with higher interests to be able to fund their investments.

This resulted in a greater interest expenses. H1 : Banks pay higher interests to creditors after the bail-in introduction. Of

course, banks may not not keeping a passive surrender to extra-spread requests and may change their liability composition

by shifting from more expensive (less legally protected) instruments, as subordinated bonds and bonds, to less expensive

(more legally protected) instruments, as deposits and senior bonds. H2 : Banks increased liabilities with a greater pro-

tection (deposits and senior bonds) and declined those with a lower protection (subordinated bonds)”. Furthermore, we

posit that the shift from expensive toward cheaper liabilities is stronger for riskier banks (since the risk-premium required

by investors for these banks is higher) than for safer banks. H3 : Risky banks declined liabilities with a lower protection

more than safer banks”. We can also test whether investors implicitly have a Too-Big-To-Fail (TBTF) view: investors

may believe that the new Bail-in framework would not be concretely applied to large banks and, consequently, they will

not ask for greater yields on risk instruments issued by large banks H4 : Large banks increased liabilities with a lower
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protection more than smaller banks”. Alternatively, investors may also believe that Governments are not able to bail-out

large banks (Too-Big-To-Save - TBTS) and, consequently, they will ask for greater yields on risk instruments issued by

large banks. H5 : Large banks declined liabilities with a lower protection more than smaller banks”.

2 The new Bail-in framework in Europe

After the global financial crisis and the sovereign debt crisis, the European Union realized problems caused by close

links between public sector finances and the banking sector and decided to create a ”European banking union” based on

a fully harmonization of supervisory (pillar 1) and resolution (pillar 2) practises.

The first pillar (labeled as ”Single Supervisory Mechanism”) moves from a local supervisory system (based on the

”home country control” principle, i.e. banks are supervised by the National Supervisory Authority that issued the licence)

to a centralized system (labeled as Single Supervisory Mechanism): from 4 November 2014, European significant banks

(the largest) are directly supervised by the European Central Bank and the remaining (small) banks remains under the

direct supervision of National Supervisory Authorities.

The second pillar (labeled as ”Single Resolution Mechanism”) concerns the creation of a common framework for the

recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms in danger of failing. The new regulation is included in

the ”Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive” (BRRD)3. The European Commission published the BRRD proposal in

June 20124 and the final version passed in April 2014. The time for implementation was quite long: all the other tools

entered into force the 1st January 2015. The Bail-in tool was an exception and its formal effectiveness start since 1st

January 2016.

The BRRD directive proposes four tools as a way to resolute a financial institution: the sale of business tool, the

bridge institution tool, the asset separation tool and the bail-in tool. At the same time, the BRRD introduce the Single

Resolution Board, as the competent authority at European level to take decisions about resolution of financial institutions.

Specifically, the directive claims that when a bank fall to meet their capital requirement the Single Resolution Board

should declared the financial institution as failing or likely to fail and put it in a resolution procedure. Before any resolution

actions, bank capital instruments have to be written down (or converted into equity in the case of Contingent Convertible

bonds, CoCos). The BRRD directive sets an creditor hierarchy of liabilities that fall within the bail- in scope. The first

level of instruments, called in case of a resolution, are the ones belonging to Common Equity Tier 1, then Additional

Tier 1 (as CoCos) and Tier 2 instruments. If these instruments are not sufficient to cover losses, subordinated debts and

3Directive 2014/59/EU of 15 May 2014.
4European Commission 06/06/2012 n. 2012/0150
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senior unsecured debt 5 will be called upon to cover losses, respectively. At the bottom of the creditor hierarchy, there

are eligible deposits greater than 100,000 euro (i.e. the threshold established by the deposit insurance).

3 Data and Variables

Data have been downloaded from various sources: (a) accounting data were collected from Fitch Connect database; (b)

Data of 10 years Treasury bond and GDP have been collected by OECD Database; (C) data on the supervisory tightness

have been collected from Barth, Caprio and Levine database (2011 survey); (D) Data on the progressive implementation

of the Basel regulation have been collected via BCBS Monitoring report from the 1st to the 13th. The list of variables

used is provided in table 1.

Table 1 Variable Definitions

This table reports the variables definition and or the calculation method adopted. The variables are the ones reported in
the results table.

Variable Definition and calculation method

Supervisory tightness Measure of the tightness of the supervision.
Basel stage Stage of the implementation of Basel regulation.
Customer deposit ratio Customer deposits/ Total Assets
Deposit growth rate Customer deposits growth rate.
Equity ratio Total Equity/ Total assets
Equity growth rate Equity growth rate.
GDP growth rate GDP growth rate.
Impairment loans Impairment on loans and advances th EUR
Impairment loans ratio Impairment loans/ Total Assets
Interest expenses ratio Total Interest expenses/ Total Liabilities
T-Bill rate Interest rate on 10year treasury bond
Other interest-bearing liabilities Total Liabilities less customer deposits
Other interest-bearing liabilities growth rate Other interest-bearing liabilities growth rate.
Total Equity Total equity th EUR
Total Liabilities Total liabilities th EUR
t Dummy=1 from 2014, 0 otherwise
w Dummy=1 Euro Area, 0 Japan Switzerland and USA
Treatment Treatment, dummy=1 for all eurozone banks after

2013 and 0 otherwise (w*t)
Treatment*Risk Interaction of the treatment with risk measured by

impairment loans ratio (wt* impairment loans ratio)

5Some countries found ambiguity for the class senior unsecured debt: a big bucket of different types of debts were classified by BRRD
together with the same risk under bail-in purpose. Countries such as Germany, France, Italy and Spain (to be compliant also at the principle
set in the directive, no creditors worse-off) decide to adopt the directive into their national legislation with a further sub-classification of the
category ”senior unsecured debt” (Pigrum et al. 2018). The principle mentioned claims that no creditors should suffer greater losses of the ones
suffered according to the national legislation of the country in which the securities exists
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Our data cover the period 2010 to 2015 and includes Eurozone countries (in the treated group: the ones affected by

the change in regulation), Switzerland, Japan and the US (in the control group). The number of the observations in

treated and control groups are listed in following table year by year.

Table 2 Sample size

The sample is composed by EA banks (treated) and controls include Japan, Switzerland and USA. 42 % are treated units
and 58 % are control units

year
country 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total

EA 694 765 1011 1517 1468 5455
Japan 465 475 504 550 550 2544
Switzerland 265 277 277 288 276 1383
USA 706 717 713 746 730 3612

Total 2130 2234 2505 3101 3024 12994

The main dependent variables used to measure the funding sources changes caused by the announcement of bail-in

mechanism are growth rate in logarithm of customer deposits, subordinated debt, senior unsecured debt and equity. Then,

a series of control variables is needed: impairment loans, total assets, equity ratio, interest rate on 10 years Treasury bond

and GDP growth. The summary statistics provided below.

4 Identification Strategy

We use a difference-in-difference (DID) estimation framework to investigate whether Eurozone banks adjusted their

liability composition differently than non-Eurozone banks around the launch of the new resolution regime. The treatment

group (w=1) consists of banks in the Eurozone that are subject to the new bail-in regulation. The control group (w=0)

is composed of countries where there was not a change in the resolution policies, i.e. Japan, Switzerland and USA. The

countries included in the control group have been selected focusing on Demirguc-Kunt, Kane and Laeven (2014). In

forming the control group European countries, not belonging to eurozone have been discarded from our sample, because

for them the BRRD application extended. Then, we took from the paper cited the ratio among coverage (amount insured

of each deposit) and the GDP of the country. This information is very useful for us, knowing the exact amount ”real”

explicit guarantee. Eurozone countries have a range of this ratio between 125 and 906 (in percentage) by excluding the

upper and lower outlier (Luxembourg and Latvia) our band of reference is 282/861. Then we selected as control group

only the countries that have a Coverage/GDP within this range: from 188 countries for which the analysis by World Bank
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Table 3 Summary statistics

This table reports the summary statistics of the sample of all the variables used in the paper. All the growth rates and
ratios are winsorized at 1% and 99%. * Data reported are in Euro millions

Variables min max Mean St.Dev Median

Deposit growth -0.899 -0.020 -0.209 0.147 -0.163
Deposit ratio 0.484 2.190 1.074 0.175 1.059
Equity growth -0.419 2.095 1.090 0.188 0.066
Equity ratio 0.006 0.731 0.087 0.053 0.084
GDPgro -0.071 0.347 0.029 0.018 0.031
Impairment loans ratio 0.000 0.217 0.033 0.040 0.019
T-Bill rate 0.000 0.051 0.009 0.008 0.007
other interest-bearing liabilities
growth

-0.069 21.497 0.973 1.638 0.714

Senior Unsecured debt growth -1.437 3.402 0.086 0.533 0.001
Subordinated Debt growth -1.000 7.105 0.147 1.037 -0.019
Supervisory tightness 0.000 4.695 0.985 0.643 0.992
Total Assets growth -0.229 0.640 0.062 0.134 0.048
t 0.000 1.000 0.665 0.472 1.000
w 0.000 1.000 0.431 0.495 0.000
Treatment (wt) 0.000 1.000 0.319 0.466 0.000
Treatmet*Risk 0.000 0.217 0.015 0.036 0.000
Treatment*Size 0.000 14.547 2.310 3.564 0.000

is performed only 8 countries have been selected following this logic. Further step in the selection is to keep only those

countries which have got the data about 10 years Treasury bond in OECD database. At this point the data availability

restrict the sample: Cipro, Estonia and Malta have been discarded (but they are not so big to impact on the results)

hence, in the control group remain USA, Japan, Switzerland, Colombia and Korea (the last 2 due to different reasons and

the completely different situation have been discarded).

The treatment period is from 2013 on wards: the change in regulation was publicly announced at the end of June 2012 and

banks, as rational agents, reacted, adopting different behaviours from 2013 balance sheets (as shown in the Table 4) before

the formal approval of the new regulation in 2014 or its legal application from 2016. This is a sort of an anticipating

behaviour, to avoid any endogenous problem, the diff-in-diff could be applied, by assuming the treatment year as the

announcement year rather than the effective introduction. Our main model DID is the following:

Yi,t =α+ β1wt+ β2TotalAssetst−1β3NPLratiot−1 + β4Equityratiot−1+

+ β5GDPgrowtht−1 + β6T −Bilratet−1 + β7BaselStaget + γi + ωt + eit

(1)
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Where Y is the annual growth rate of a bank liability (we run the model for three times for each of the following

variables: customer deposits, other interest-bearing liabilities, i.e. total liabilities minus customer deposits, and equity

growth rates). We include various control variables to account for differences among banks in the treated and control

groups. Specifically, we include as independent variables the equity ratio (equity over assets), the NPL ratio6 (impairment

loans over total assets) and the asset size (log of total assets). All control variables are lagged by 1 year to face reverse

causality problems. Gamma and Omega are bank- and year-fixed effects in order to account for variations observable

from year to year and from firm to firm. In order to account for country per year fixed effect, we also include the GDP

growth and the interest rate on 10 Treasury bond. All variables are described in the table 1.

Our coefficient of interest is β1 for the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0

for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group. The slope β1 provides information about the causal effect of

the bail-in introduction on bank behavior: a positive coefficient indicates a positive causal effect on our outcome variables,

whereas a negative slope signals that the Bail-in introduction had a negative causal effect on our outcome variables.

5 Preliminary evidence

The difference-in-difference estimator relies on two main assumptions: the treatment must be orthogonal with respect

to the outcome variables, and treated and untreated banks must satisfy the parallel trend assumption. In this section, we

provide evidence to support both of these assumptions.

The following figures report various graphs comparing treated (Eurozone) and untreated banks (Japan, US, and

Switzerland). In Figure 1, we report the average funding cost of banks (i.e. interest expenses over total interest-bearing

liabilities) from 2010 to 2017. The declining trend of the cost of funding from 2010 enable us to reject the first possible

reaction that Eurozone banks may have, after the announcement of the new bail-in framework: we can reject that banks’

provide higher yields to creditors and, consequently, increased their funding cost.

In the remaining figures, we plot the evolution overtime of the three main funding instruments ratios: deposits, other

interest-bearing liabilities, and equity over total assets (mean by year and group). To clarify the change, we report the

Euro-area fitted values (dashed line) assuming a parallel trend also after the treatment: the gap between the line for the

Eurozone and the dashed line shows the extent of the deviation from the parallel trend hypothesis due to treatment. We

can observe, from this preliminary evidence, that bail-in did not cause a reaction in equity as a source of funding.

6We use the NPL ratio since this is well-known and easily available to creditors, while other measures (e.g. Risk Weighted Assets density,
and Z-score) are less known by investors
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Figure 1. Interest expenses over time

The figure plot the evolution between 2010 and 2017 of the interest expenses ratio (interest expenses over total interest-
bearing liabilities) for banks in the treated (Eurozone) and control (Japan, US and Switzerland) groups.

Figure 2. Deposits trend over time

The figure plots the evolution of customer deposits ratio for banks in the treated (Eurozone) and control (Japan, Switzer-
land and USA) groups. The dash line is the total Equity for Euro Area fitted assuming a parallel trend in treatment
period (from 2013 onward).
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Figure 3. other interest-bearing liabilities trend over time

The figure plots the evolution of ”other interest-bearing liabilities” ratio (i.e. total interest-bearing liabilities minus
customer deposits over total assets) for banks in the treated (Eurozone) and control (Japan, Switzerland and USA)
groups. The dash line is the total Equity for Euro Area fitted assuming a parallel trend in treatment period (from 2013
onward).

Figure 4. Total Equity trend over time

The figure plots the evolution of total equity ratio for banks in the treated (Eurozone) and control (Japan, Switzerland
and USA) groups. The dash line is the total Equity for Euro Area fitted assuming a parallel trend in treatment period
(from 2013 onward).
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As preliminary evidence we want to know before running our models if overall in eurozone banks reacted as rational

agents, looking for cheaper sources of funding. We implement this analysis looking at the official data collected by Euro-

pean Central Bank. The figure 5 provides graphical evidence of these results: in the euro area, customer deposits passed

from 68 % of the bank funding to 72 % in 2017, while debt securities shrink their size7.

Figure 5. Bank funding in the Euro area

The chart shows the Euro Area bank funding structure. Data were collected by the Statistical Data Warehouse database
of European Central Bank and We include all the banks reported in the dataset. The white lines represents the events
related to BRRD: the dot lines represent the proposal of BRRD and the effectiveness of bail-in tool respectively, and the
dash line is when the BRRD passed.

We also test the difference, year by year, between the two groups of banks and their significance (p-values) for various

bank items (asset growth, deposit growth, other liability growth and equity growth). We show that before the treatment

(e.g. 2011-2012) the difference for most of the variables is not statistically significant (at the 10% or less), while it be-

comes significant (at the 1%) from 2013. Particularly, the independent variables which we use to explain our models are

7Data source: Statistical Data Warehouse ECB.
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significant since 2011. While our dependent variables became significant between 2012 and 2013. The t test allows use to

confirm the rejection of our first hypothesis: interest expenses ratio is significant since 2011.

6 Results

The previous section provide empirical evidence that Eurozone banks did not increase (rather reduced) their mean cost

of funding in anticipation of the bail-in launch. How did Eurozone banks achieve this results? We argue that Eurozone

banks changed their funding sources mix by reducing more expensive (where creditors have less legal protection) liabilities

and increased the cheapest-ones (where creditors have greater legal protection). To answer this question and test our

research hypotheses, we run our DID model but we use three liabilities variables as the dependent variable: the customer

deposits growth, the other interest-bearing liabilities growth, and equity growth. Tables 5, 6 and 7 report the results

for difference-in-difference model (1). Our coefficient of interest is β1 for the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone

banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group. This coefficient provides

information about the causal effect of the introduction of the new Bail-in framework: a positive coefficient suggests an

increase in the outcome variable, whereas a negative slope signals a decrease in the outcome variable.

Table 5 presents the results. We find that all coefficient estimates for the treatment variables (wt) are negative and

statistically significant (at 5% or less) suggesting that European banks declined all sources of funding. This result is

consistent with the results that European banks substantially dropped their asset size (especially, lending activities) in

2013 (Fiordelisi, Ricci, Stentella, 2017, Cerulli et al., 2019) or in general after monetary policy intervention (Kishan, Opiela,

2000). The magnitude of coefficient estimates is meaningful: we show that the treatment (e.g. bail-in announcement)

produced a greater decline for other-liabilities (-11.6%), than equity (-3.8%) and, especially, customer deposits (-1.9%) in

comparison to banks in the control group.

Next, we run a follow-up analysis focusing on the effect produced the bail-in on senior debts and a remaining category

(other funding). The goal is to observe if the different levels of seniority matters. If we analyse separately the two most

protected categories of debt (deposits and senior unsecured) the remaining category includes all the securities with a

lower protection under the scope of bail-in. As shown in the table 6, the treatment generated an increase (22%) of senior

bonds. While other funding growth is significant, negative and the largest in absolute value. The economic meaning of

these results is that banks shrinks the riskier funding in a greater measure than the safer ones (e.g. deposits and senior

unsecured debt). Our results are consistent with our hypotheses that banks increased the more cheapest source of funding
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Table 4 Testing the parallel-trend assumption

The table compares the mean values of principle variables. We report the means and the difference of treated banks
(eurozone) and control group (Japan, Switzerland and US). The test is implemented year - by- year from 2011 to 2015.
***,**,* indicate the significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

Year Variable Mean untreated Mean treated Difference untreated vs. treated

2011 Deposit growth 1.067 1.070 -0.003
Equity growth 1.081 1.148 -0.073
GDP growth 1.033 1.038 -0.004***
Impairment loans growth 2.615 1.488 1.168
Interest expenses ratio 0.008 0.021 -0.013***
T-Bill rate 0.204 0.445 -0.241***
Other interest-bearing liabilities growth 1.084 1.085 0.009
Total Asset growth 1.073 1.105 -0.035

2012 Deposit growth 2.468 1.073 1.395
Equity growth 1.145 1.089 0.056**
GDP growth 1.036 1.008 0.028***
Impairment loans growth 1.268 3.575 -2.308
Interest expenses ratio 0.006 0.018 -0.012***
T-Bill rate 0.125 0.317 -0.191***
Other interest-bearing liabilities growth 1.089 1.030 0.059***
Total Asset growth 1.084 1.064 0.020***

2013 Deposit growth 0.990 1.078 -0.088***
Equity growth 2.378 1.142 1.237
GDP growth 1.038 1.032 0.005***
Impairment loans growth 0.960 1.140 -0.180***
Interest expenses ratio 0.005 0.016 -0.011***
T-Bill rate 0.153 0.254 -0.101***
Other interest-bearing liabilities growth 1.073 0.965 0.108***
Total Asset growth 0.989 1.036 -0.047***

2014 Deposit growth 1.103 1.058 0.046***
Equity growth 1.128 1.077 0.053***
GDP growth 1.025 1.030 -0.005***
Impairment loans growth 0.992 1.089 -0.096**
Interest expenses ratio 0.004 0.013 -0.009***
T-Bill rate 0.151 0.178 -0.027***
Other interest-bearing liabilities growth 1.163 0.990 0.180***
Total Asset growth 1.092 1.040 0.052***

2015 Deposit growth 1.184 1.059 0.125***
Equity growth 1.231 1.106 0.125***
GDP growth 1.032 1.022 0.011***
Impairment loans growth 1.416 1.171 0.245*
Interest expenses ratio 0.004 0.010 -0.006***
T-Bill rate 0.111 0.093 0.018***
Other interest-bearing liabilities growth 1.284 0.983 0.305***
Total Asset growth 1.183 1.036 0.147***
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Table 5 Bank liabilities growth after the launch of the bail-in framework

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1). The dependent variables are the customer
deposit growth (column 1), other bearing-liability growth (column 2), and equity growth (column 3). We include bank-
and time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects. Treated banks are 42 % of the
sample, the remaining 58 % banks belong to the control group. The main variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which
equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group
(Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate the significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable Deposit growth Other interest-liabilities

growth
Equity growth

wtt -0.019** -0.116*** -0.038***
(0.007) (0.016) (0.007)

Total Assetst−1 -0.324*** -0.411*** -0.372***
(0.021) (0.039) (0.021)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.304** (-0.417) (-0.237)
(0.134) (0.342) (0.178)

Equity ratiot−1 0.720*** -0.041 -3.798***
(0.186) (0.414) (0.347)

GDP growtht−1 -0.211** 0.022 -0.299***
(0.102) (0.264) (0.112)

T-Bill ratet−1 0.020*** (0.009) 0.018***
(0.003) (0.007) (0.003)

Basel stage 0.187*** 0.244*** 0.173***
(0.005) (0.014) (0.005)

Fixed-Effects firm, year firm, year firm, year
Observations 12,994 12,994 12,994
R-squared 0.538 0.274 0.474
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(as the senior bonds, having a greater legal protection) and reduce the most expensive ones. Results in both Tables 5 and

6 strongly support our second research hypotheses (H2 : Banks increased liabilities with a greater protection: deposits

and senior bonds), and (H3 : Banks decreased liabilities with a lower protection: subordinated bonds)”

Table 6 Senior debts and other funding sources growth after the launch of the bail-in framework

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1). The dependent variables are senior unsecured
debt growth (column 1), and other funding growth (column 2). The last category includes all the securities ranked before
under bail-in scope (the ones with lower protection). We include bank- and time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also
capture for country-year fixed effects. Treated banks are 54 % of the sample, the remaining 46 % banks belong to the
control group. The main variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and
2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group (Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate
the significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2)
Dependent variable Senior Unsecured growth Other funding growth

wtt 0.223*** -0.603***
(0.049) (0.041)

Total Assetst−1 0.008 -0.740***
(0.096) (0.080)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.917 -0.543
(0.775) (0.765)

Equity ratiot−1 0.599 -1.277
(1.040) (0.935)

GDP growtht−1 2.802*** -1.306
(0.934) (0.927)

T-Bill ratet−1 0.085*** -0.033*
(0.016) (0.018)

basel staget 0.223*** 0.171***
(0.048) (0.049)

Fixed-Effects firm, year firm, year
Observations 5,038 5,038
R-squared 0.262 0.24

We also test the bank reaction in anticipation of the Bail-in introduction focusing the effect on each type of liability in

its weights of financing banks assets. Specifically, we rerun the DID model (equation 1) by using, as dependent variable,

the ratio between customer deposits on total assets, then other interest-bearing liabilities on total assets and equity on

total assets. As shown in the Table 7, treated banks increased the quota of total assets financed by deposits more than

banks in the control group (column 1), and reduced the quota of assets financed by other interest-bearing liabilities

(column 2).
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Table 7 Bank liabilities mix after the launch of the bail-in framework

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1). The dependent variables are the deposit ratio
(column 1), other interest-bearing liabilities (column 2), and equity (column 3). We include bank- and time-fixed effects.
The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects. Treated banks are 42 % of the sample, the remaining
58 % banks belong to the control group. The main variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone
banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group (Japan Switzerland and
USA ). ***,**,* indicate the significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable Deposit ratio Other interest-bearing

liabilities ratio
Equity ratio

wtt 0.025*** -0.134*** 0.001
(0.003) (0.021 (0.000921

Total Assetst−1 0.014* -0.572*** -0.012***
(0.008) (0.057) (0.003)

NPL ratiot−1 0.395*** -0.194 -0.032
(0.058) (0.451) (0.022)

Equity ratiot−1 -0.188* -0.215 0.362***
(0.102) (0.631) (0.069)

GDP growtht−1 0.063 0.074 0.034**
(0.044) (0.366) (0.015)

T - Bill ratet−1 -0.002* 0.014 (0.000)
(0.001) (0.010) (0.000)

basel staget -0.001 0.283*** 0.000
(0.002) ’(0.020) ’(0.001)

Fixed-Effects firm, year firm, year firm, year
Observations 12,994 12,994 12,994
R-squared 0.95 0.291 0.949
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6.1 The Bail-in effect on riskier banks

As shown in previous sections, banks in the Eurozone reduced their cost of funding (by increasing the funding through

customer deposits and reducing other interest-bearing liabilities) more than banks in the control group in anticipation of

the Bail-in introduction. After a regulatory shock increasing investor’s expected spreads, we show that banks increased

the quota of assets financed by safer instruments (depositors, i.e. at the top of the creditor-hierarchy). In this section, we

test the role of bank risk.

We argue that the investors’ expected spread depends also by the risk of the issuer: ceteris paribus, credit spread

increased after the bail-in announcement more for risker banks and, consequently, these banks financed their assets more

using deposits and less other interest-bearing liabilities.

The model arising from this piece of analysis is the following:

Yi,t =α+ β1wtt + β2NPLratiot−1 + β3(NPLratiot−1 ∗ wtt) + β4TotalAssetst−1+

+ β5Equityratiot−1 + β6GDPgrowtht−1 + β6T −Bilratet−1 + β7BaselStaget+

+ γi + ωt + eit

(2)

Where Y is the annual growth rate and the ratios of bank liability (i.e. customer deposits, other interest-bearing

liabilities). We include the same control variables of the DID model in the equation (1). Gamma and omega are the bank-

and year-fixed effects. All variables are described in the table 1.

Results in the column (1) of Table 8 show that, once we take into account for the bank risk, treated banks increased

(by 2.9%) their deposits after 2013 (cheaper source of funding providing creditors a greater protection) in comparison to

banks in the control group. The coefficient of the interaction of treatment and risk is significant at 1% suggesting both in

the column (1) that there is a smaller customer deposit growth for riskier banks (β3=-1%) in the Eurozone than in the US,

Japan and Switzerland. Focusing on the other interest-bearing liabilities, we find that treated banks reduced (by 8.1%)

their growth and by 8.5% the quota of assets funded by other interest bearing liabilities after 2013 in comparison to banks

in the control group. The coefficient of the interaction of treatment and risk is negative and statistically significant at

1% suggesting both in the columns (2) and (4) that there is a smaller growth for riskier banks (β3=-1%) in the Eurozone

than in the US, Japan and Switzerland. Our results support the hypothesis (H2) that banks in the Eurozone collected

more deposits (and less other interest-bearing liabilities) funding a greater (lower, respectively) proportion of their assets

more than banks in the control group. Also, our results support the H3 : Risky banks declined liabilities with a lower

protection more than safer banks”. There is only one results less intuitive: the interaction between the treatment and
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the NPL ratio is negative in the column (1) and positive in the column (3). This suggests that the low risk due to the

instrument (greater creditor protection) is somehow compensated by the greater risk of the issuer: nevertheless, the quota

of assets (column 3) financed by deposits in riskier Eurozone banks is greater than for banks in the control group.

Table 8 DID with the interaction of the treatment with risk

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (2). The dependent variables are the deposit
growth (column 1), other interest - bearing liabilities growth (column 2), deposit ratio (column 3), and other interest -
bearing liabilities ratio (column 4). The risk is measured by the ratio of the impairment loans over total assets (1 year
lag). We include bank- and time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects. The main
variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks
before 2013 and for banks in the control group (Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate the significance at the
1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dependent variable Deposit growth Other interest-bearing

liabilities growth
Deposit ratio Other interest-

bearing liabilities
ratio

wtt 0.029* -0.081*** 0.007 -0.085*
(0.015) (0.030) (0.006) (0.045)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.180 -0.310 0.353*** 0.048
(0.137) (0.352) (0.058) (0.495)

NPL ratiot−1 ∗ wtt -0.010*** -0.008* 0.004*** -0.012*
(0.003) (0.005) (0.001) (0.007)

Total Assetst−1 -0.334*** -0.411*** 0.017** -0.580***
(0.022) (0.040) (0.008) (0.063)

Equity ratiot−1 0.706*** -0.051 -0.190* -0.135
(0.186) (0.419) (0.101) (0.696)

GDP growtht−1 -0.171 0.064 0.048 0.107
(0.104) (0.269) (0.043) (0.392)

T-Bill ratet−1 0.020*** 0.0091 -0.002* 0.014
(0.003) (0.007) (0.001) (0.010)

Basel staget−1 0.189*** 0.248*** -0.002 0.291***
(0.005) (0.014) (0.002) (0.021)

Fixed-Effects firm, year firm, year firm, year firm, year
Observations 12,819 12,819 12,819 12,819
R-squared 0.54 0.275 0.951 0.286

6.2 The Bail-in effect on larger banks

In this section, we investigate whether investors may believe that the new Bail-in framework will not be concretely

adopted for very large (TBTF) banks. In such a case, investors’ would not ask greater spread to larger issuers after the
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bail-in announcement and,ceteris paribus, larger banks do not have to change the funding mix.

The model arising from this piece of analysis is the following:

Yi,t =α+ β1wtt + β2TotalAssetst−1 + β3(TotalAssetst−1 ∗ wtt) + β4NPLratiot−1+

+ β5Equityratiot−1 + β6GDPgrowtht−1 + β6T −Bilratet−1 + β7BaselStaget+

+ γi + ωt + eit

(3)

Where Y is the annual growth rate and the ratios of a bank liability (i.e. customer deposits, other interest-bearing

liabilities). We include the same control variables of the DID model in the equation (1). Gamma and omega are the bank-

and year-fixed effects. All variables are described in the table 1.

In Table 9 we can observe that once we take into account the bank size deposits growth rate and their ratio increased

by 5,9 % (column 1) and by 1.8 % (column 3) respectively. Anyway for larger banks (the ones labelled TBTF) the deposits

growth decreases by 33 % (β3), column (1); and the ratio of deposits over total assets is statistically significant at 10

% and β3=+1.5 %. So, larger banks found more difficulty in funding themselves with deposits with respect to control

countries, but they rely more on deposits (we have the opposite results for riskier liabilities, column 4). Concerning

other interest-bearing liabilities (column 2 and 4), the results claim that once we take into account the bank size the

treatment itself is not statistically significant because the effect is totally captured by β3 (the interaction of the treatment

with the size). Larger banks decreased the liabilities with lower protection (other interest-bearing liabilities) by 41.5 %

the growth rate and by 58.7 % the quota of these sources of funding on total assets, with respect to control countries,

both statistically significant at any confidence level. This means that the bail-in is enough credible. Moreover the banks

labelled TBTF have more difficulty in raising funding through riskier instruments. This confirms the last hypothesis H5:

”Large banks declined liabilities with a lower protection more than smaller banks”. We add after this analysis that, in

general, larger banks declined their funding by relying more on cheaper liabilities with respect to smaller banks and the

bank behaviour of control group countries. The explanation of this phenomenon is called by the literature Too Big To

Be Saved (Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga, 2013). Investors after the bail-in strongly believed that a government is not

anymore able to afford a bailout of large banks (TBTF), consequently they prefer to buy riskier instruments of smaller

banks.

To summarize the analysis claim that the bail-in announcement has generated turmoil among, in general, the savers:

even deposit growth rate decreased. Due the change in bank resolution, bank funding strategy moved from riskier to less

risky securities, from more expensive to cheaper sources of funding; eura area banks rely more on deposits. Although the
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Table 9 Bank risk and liabilities mix after the launch of the bail-in framework

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (3). The dependent variables are the deposit
growth (column 1), other interest - bearing liabilities growth (column 2), deposit ratio (column 3), and other interest -
bearing liabilities ratio (column 4). We interact the treatment with the size measured by the total assets (logarithm). We
include bank- and time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects. The main variable
of interest is the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013
and for banks in the control group (Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate the significance at the 1%, 5% and
10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dependent variable Deposit growth Other interest-bearing

liabilities growth
Deposit ratio Other interest-

bearing liabilities
ratio

wtt 0.059*** -0.024 0.018* 0.002
(0.022) (0.039) (0.009) (0.057)

Total Assetst−1 -0.010*** -0.012*** 0.001 -0.018***
(0.003) (0.004) (0.001) (0.006)

wtt ∗ TotalAssetst−1 -0.333*** -0.415*** 0.015* -0.587***
(0.022) (0.040) (0.008) (0.063)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.298** -0.402 0.394*** -0.089
(0.132) (0.347) (0.059) (0.488)

Equity ratiot−1 0.693*** -0.055 -0.193* -0.149
(0.187) (0.417) (0.103) (0.689)

GDP growtht−1 -0.169 0.055 0.061* 0.117
(0.105) (0.269) (0.044) (0.392)

T-Bill ratet−1 0.019*** 0.008 -0.002* 0.013
(0.003) (0.007) (0.001) (0.010)

basel staget 0.188*** 0.248*** -0.001 0.292***
(0.005) (0.014) (0.002) (0.021)

Fixed-Effects firm, year firm, year firm, year firm, year
Observations 12,847 12,847 12,847 12,847
R-squared 0.539 0.274 0.951 0.284
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pace of growth of customer deposits decreased with respect to the one of control countries, meaning that in general the

banks shrink their size..

7 Robustness and Falsification checks

To confirm the results we have tried to include in the regression an additional control variable: the supervisory tightness

taken from Bart, Caprio and Levine (2013) database. It aims to account for the effectiveness of the supervision and it

refers to the last survey available in the database (e.g. 2011).

Including this variable, and leaving just time fixed effect, the results confirm the evidence (Table 10).

The coefficient of the treatment is still highly significant even if we account for differences among the groups in terms

of supervision.

Moreover, another robustness check that we run for our analysis takes into account the fact that the BRRD proposal

was in June 2012. Consequently having yearly data the treatment could be not properly specified. To test the hypothesis

we drop in our analysis the observation in 2012 and we run the same models.

In Table 11 We have still significance of the treatment dummy, at 1% for our all of the three growth rate analysed by

our DID. The fact that the proposal of BRRD was in June 2012, consequently banks and investors knew about bail-in

some month before the treatment set by us (2013), is not relevant for our findings.

Furthermore we want to enlarge the time window. Even including observations until 2017. We have still significance

of the treatment for all of the three sources of funding tested by our analysis (Table 12).

7.1 Falsification test

Finally we want to be sure of our results implementing a falsification test. It changes the composition of the countries

in the groups: treatment group will be composed by two of the three countries belonging to the control group before,

Switzerland and Japan, (note that one is very close to euro area countries) while the control group is composed by US

banks. The reason is to test if Bail-In is the ”real” driver and no other geographical factors matter in the causation of a

decrease in the liabilities growth rates by the announcement of Bail-In. Table 13 provides the results: the treatment is

not statistically significant for any of the 4 dependent variables analysed .

The result are no significant. This means that the geographical factors does not determine the effect of the slower

growth rate in the euro area banks funding sources.

This confirms the conclusion given before of our main results. The hypotheses supposed become strongly confirmed
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Table 10 Robustness check: Bank liabilities growth after the launch of the bail-in framework (including
supervisory tightness)

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1) adding supervisory tightness independent
variable. The dependent variables are the deposit growth (column 1), other interest-bearing liabilities growth (column 2),
and equity growth (column 3). We include only time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year
fixed effects. Treated banks are 42 % of the sample, the remaining 58 % banks belong to the control group. The main
variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks
before 2013 and for banks in the control group (Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate the significance at the
1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable Deposit growth Other interest-

bearing liabilities
growth

Equity growth

wtt -0.039*** -0.160*** -0.036***
(0.005) (0.009) (0.004)

Total Assetst−1 -0.003*** 0.001 -0.003***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.611*** -0.774*** -0.496***
(0.063) (0.107) (0.058)

Equity ratiot−1 0.204*** 0.157** -0.315***
(0.058) (0.074) (0.036)

GDP growtht−1 -0.746*** -1.047*** -0.453***
(0.113) (0.239) (0.098)

T-Bill ratet−1 -0.001 -0.000 -0.002
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002)

Basel staget 0.127*** 0.137*** 0.090***
(0.004) (0.010) (0.004)

Supervisory tightnesst 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Fixed-Effects year year year
Observations 12,994 12,994 12,994
R-squared 0.195 0.061 0.147
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Table 11 Robustness check: Bank liabilities growth after the launch of the bail-in framework (excluding
2012 yearly observatons)

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1) plus supervisory tightness measure. The
dependent variables are the deposit growth (column 1), other interest-bearing liabilities growth (column 2), and equity
growth (column 3). We exclude observation of 2012 because BRRD was at the end of June 2012. We have in this case
only one year prior the treatment (e.g. 2011) and 3 year after, accounting for 20 % and 80 % respectively. We include
only time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects. Treated banks are 56 % of the
sample, the remaining 44 % banks belong to the control group. The main variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which
equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group
(Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate the significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable Deposit growth other interest-

bearing liabilities
growth

Equity growth

wtt -0.038*** -0.138*** -0.031***
(0.005) (0.010) (0.004)

Total Assetst−1 -0.003*** 0.003** -0.002*
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.615*** -0.776*** -0.456***
(0.066) (0.115) (0.065)

Equity ratiot−1 0.186*** 0.149* -0.297***
(0.063) (0.081) (0.037)

GDP growtht−1 -0.817*** -1.283*** -0.409***
(0.139) (0.273) (0.111)

T-Bill ratet−1 -0.001 -0.007* -0.006***
(0.003) (0.004) (0.002)

Basel staget 0.127*** 0.112*** 0.100***
(0.005) (0.012) (0.005)

Supervisory tightness 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***
-0.000 -0.000 -0.000

Fixed-Effects year year year
Observations 10,877 10,877 10,877
R-squared 0.224 0.073 0.168
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Table 12 Robustness check: Bank liabilities growth after the launch of the bail-in framework (extending
until 2017)

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1) plus supervisory tightness measure. The
dependent variables are the deposit growth (column 1), other interest-bearing liabilities growth (column 2), and equity
growth (column 3). We include only time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects.
The sample has been extended until 2017 year, accounting for 22 % of observations prior the treatment and 78 %
observation during the treatment window. Treated banks are 55 % of the sample, the remaining 45 % banks belong to
the control group. The main variable of interest is the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Eurozone banks between 2013 and
2015 and 0 for all banks before 2013 and for banks in the control group (Japan Switzerland and USA ). ***,**,* indicate
the significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable Deposit growth Other interest-bearing

liabilities growth
Equity growth

wtt -0.019*** -0.158*** -0.017***
(0.004) (0.007) (0.003)

Total Assetst−1 -0.003*** 0.000 -0.003***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.360*** -0.599*** -0.441***
(0.047) (0.082) (0.043)

Equity ratiot−1 0.176*** 0.072 -0.313***
(0.047) (0.071) (0.030)

GDP growtht−1 -0.343*** -0.412** -0.130*
(0.075) (0.181) (0.071)

T-Bill ratet−1 -0.001 0.005* -0.001
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002)

Basel staget 0.097*** 0.100*** 0.075***
(0.003) (0.008) (0.003)

Supervisory tightnesst 0.001*** -0.000 0.001***
-0.000 -0.000 -0.000

Fixed-Effects year year year
Observations 19,783 19,783 19,783
R-squared 0.119 0.047 0.111
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Table 13 Falsification check: Bank liabilities growth after the launch of the bail-in framework

The table reports the results of the DID model reported in the equation (1). The dependent variables are the deposit
growth (column 1), other interest-bearing liabilities growth (column 2), and equity growth (column 3). We include firm
and time-fixed effects. The GDP growth rate also capture for country-year fixed effects. Treated banks are only the onses
belonging to Switzerland and Japan, while the control group is composed by US banks. The main variable of interest is
the dummy wt it, which equals 1 for Swiss and Japanese banks between 2013 and 2015 and 0 otherwise. Treated banks
are the 16% of the sample, instead untreated are the remaining 84 %. ***,**,* indicate the significance at the 1%, 5%
and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable Deposit growth Other interest-bearing

liabilities growth
Equity growth

wtt 0.074 -0.158 0.108
(0.088) (0.180) (0.134)

Total Assetst−1 -0.438*** -0.248 -0.678***
(0.088) (0.240) (0.073)

NPL ratiot−1 -0.201 2.611 -0.417
(0.583) (2.879) (0.576)

Equity ratiot−1 0.337 2.446 -4.659***
(0.502) (1.568) (1.151)

GDP growtht−1 -0.304 -2.712 -1.185
(0.936) (1.841) (1.187)

T-Bill ratet−1 0.058 -0.026 -0.045
(0.076) (0.150) (0.113)

Basel staget 0.180** 0.224* 0.226**
(0.075) (0.119) (0.100)

Fixed-Effects firm, year firm, year firm, year
Observations 451 451 451
R-squared 0.687 0.289 0.674
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thanks also to the results of these falsification tests.

8 Conclusion

Bail-in was one of the biggest changes in Europe for year. The changes in resolution that EBU brought to the economy

were so important for the financial stability. Since 2016 no bailout could be implemented by any Euro Area governments

in rescue a bank declared failing or likely to fail by the competent authority. This means that taxpayers will not burden

any bank losses, instead lower protection to investors is granted. The removal of implicit guarantee (e.g. bailout) by the

regulation constitutes an exogenous shock to analyse the unintended consequences on the banking system.

Although the effects could be observable in the medium or long run we have evidence of an anticipation behaviour of

banks in changing their funding structure,

Our main finding is that banks reduce more riskier sources of funding with respect to control countries. Specifically

banks prefer to funding themselves using cheaper liabilities, such as deposits.

We conclude that in average Euro Area banks were able to decrease their funding cost by reducing their funding with

riskier liabilities (e.g. subordinated bonds). In general the growth rate of the whole liability side decreased after the

bail-in announcement.

What we further find is that the investors are able to penalize riskier banks by observing an additional decrease of

the growth rate mentioned for riskier banks (the measure of risk chosen is the amount of impairment loans over total

liabilities). Furthermore, the problem TBTF moves to a Too Big To be Saved matter: the DID shows that the biggest

banks decrease more the pace of growth of their liabilities. The economic meaning of this results is that the bail-in is

enough credible and, moreover, investors strongly believe that the government should not be able anymore to bailout the

biggets banks.

Our results are robust to various additional tests. A falsification test confirm the results finding no statistical signifi-

cance for Switzerland and Japan when considered as treated countries.

These findings are important for policy makers, because they show that resolution by investors determines an additional

risk for the securities causing a changing in bank funding strategy: the banks come back to their primary source of funding:

deposits.
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